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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.2-rev27
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.2-rev23
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug ﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #3993.
47166 Redirect to logoutLocation does not work
Logout method was called twice with special customer settings.
This has been solved by clearing the interval before ﬁnishing with logout procedure.
51222 Big text ﬁle load endless with the UI
The client request didn’t get a response.
With these changes the Viewer displays an error message if the ﬁle is too big to be loaded.
51548 Moving ﬁles which already exist result in duplicate ﬁles with google drive
There was no name check performed for the move operations.
This has been ﬁxed by adding the name check to the move operation.
51569 Primary mail address and aliases cannot be changed at the same time if the old
primary mail address should be an alias
During the createuser command an alias for the primary mail account is already added. This alias
is equal to the upper case notation used in the create command. The change command now tries
to add the same alias but with only lower case letters. This isn’t recognized and therefore the middleware tries to insert this alias to the db again which results in the duplicate entry error.
Solution: Do a case independent check when comparing the old with the new aliases.
51570 Only one warning for copy multiple ﬁles with description in drive
Multiple response was not fully processed.
This has been ﬁxed by processing full array.
51572 Moving ﬁles with and without description not working in drive
Appsuite UI just redid the same operation.
Solution: Appsuite UI checks which ﬁles caused conﬂicts and only tries to redo those.
51594 Drive opens wrong ﬁles directly after upload - wrong link in UI
indexing mismatch between the DOM nodes representing the ﬁle items and the model entries
holding the ﬁle data.
This has been solved by ﬁxing the sort method.
51910 Huge amount of threads stops OX
Did some improvemnts to avoid a crashing OX. Utilize a user-scoped lock mechanism to avoid having a global lock that might affect unrelated threads unnecessarily. Avoid duplicate remote session
look-up.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environ1
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ment. Defects which have not been fully veriﬁed, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behaviour. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

47166, 51222, 51548, 51569, 51570, 51572, 51594, 51910,
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